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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS: KAMRUP (M)

         C.R. No. 1922/2007 

U/S 14 (1A) r.w. section 14 A of The Employees Provident Funds and 
Miscellaneous Provisions Act 1952

                                       I. Roy Choudhury

                                       Provident Fund Inspector/Enforcement Officer

                                                                   ………………Complainant

                                                   -Vs-

                                       Assam Ayurvedic Products

                                       Bamunimaidam, Guwahati -21

                                       Represented by, Sri Kamal Ch. Hazarika, Manager 

                                                                                         …………… Accused

               Present: Shri Nayanjyoti Choudhury, A.J.S.

               For the complainant: Mr. D. Baruah....Learned APP

               For accused: Mrs. N. Dutta...Learned advocate

               Date of Evidence: 16-08-13

               Date of argument: 04-01-18

               Date of judgment: 18-01-18

                                                     J U D G M E N T

1. Brief fact of the complainant’s case:- 

2. The complainant’s case in brief is that the accused Kamal Ch. Hazarika who 
was the in charge of Assam Ayurvedic Products Company and responsible for its 
day to day business avoided the payment of Rs. 59,922/- only to the complainant 
from the period of March 1998 to May 1998, hence finding no other alternatives 
the  complainant  lodged  this  case  against  the  accused  above  named  before 
Hon’ble CJM, Kamrup (M) on 21-03-07 which was registered as CR Case No. 
1922/2007 u/s U/S 14 (1A) of The Employees Provident Funds and Miscellaneous 
Provisions Act 1952. The case was then transferred to the Court for trial and 
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after finding sufficient grounds for proceeding against the accused named above 
summons  were  issued  against  them.  The  accused  Mr.  Kamal  Ch.  Hazarika 
appeared  before  the  Court  after  receiving  the  summons.  The  copies  of  the 
relevant  documents  were  furnished  to  the  accused  above  named.  The 
complainant  adduced the evidence of  one witness  namely  Gopal  Chakrabarty 
and  exhibited  some  documents  at  the  time  of  evidence  before  charge  and 
considering  the  material  available  with  the  case  record  and  on  hearing  the 
learned  advocates  for  both  sides  the  court  found  that  there  was  sufficient 
grounds for proceeding u/s 14 (1A) r.w section 14 A of The Employees Provident 
Funds  and  Miscellaneous  Provisions  Act  1952  so  the  Court  considered  the 
charges u/s 14 (1A) r.w section 14 A of The Employees Provident Funds and 
Miscellaneous Provisions Act 1952 which were read over and explained to the 
accused to which he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. The PW 1 was 
cross examined by the accused side at the time of evidence before charge and 
the witness was discharged. At the time of evidence after charge the complainant 
prayed for closing the evidence from complainant’s side, so the Court closed the 
evidence  of  the  complainant.  The  statement  of  the  accused  persons  was 
recorded U/S 313 of Cr.P.C. wherein he denied the prosecution case. However the 
accused has not adduced any defence witness.

3. Points for determination:

(a) Whether the accused persons avoided the payment of Rs. 59922/- only to the 
complainant from the period of March 1998 to May 1998?

4. I have carefully gone through the case record and perused the entire evidence 
on record both  oral  and documentary.  I  have  heard the  arguments  and the 
submissions made by the learned advocates.

5. Discussion of evidence, decisions and reasons thereof: 

6. The learned advocate appearing for the complainant has fairly submitted that 
there are sufficient evidence in support of the complainant’s case. On the other 
hand the learned advocate for the accused persons have submitted and argued 
that none of the complainant’s witnesses have supported the complaint case and 
there is no evidence to show that the accused persons were involved with the 
alleged  offence.  The  learned  advocate  for  the  accused  persons  has  further 
submitted that the complainant has miserably failed to prove the case against the 
accused persons as alleged beyond all reasonable doubt and the accused persons 
are entitled to get acquitted from the charges leveled against them.

7. I have given my sincere consideration on the entire evidence on records. Now 
let us see how far the prosecution has been able to bring home the charges 
against the accused persons on the basis of material available on record.  Now 
the  PW 1 Gopal Chkraborty in his evidence in chief deposed that he had been 
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working as Enforcement Officer of Employees Provident Fund Organization, NER 
Guwahati  and the case was lodged by one Ibha Roychoudhury in her official 
capacity against the accused persons. PW 1 deposed that as the accused had not 
given the dues of the provident fund which was amounting to Rs. 59,922/- only 
for the period March 1998 to May 1998 this case was lodged. PW 1 deposed that 
he came to depose after due authorization. The authority letter was exhibited as 
Ext.  1  and Ext.  1(1)  was the  signature  of  the  authorized officer  K.R.  Singh, 
Regional Provident Fund Commissioner (Legal) NE Region. PW 1 deposed that 
before filing the case the accused were given opportunity to made the payment 
but as the he did not pay the money after prosecution sanction the case was 
filed. PW 1 exhibited the prosecution letter as Ext. 2 and Ext. 2(i) to 2(iii) were 
the signatures of the authorized officer which he knew. The offence report was 
exhibited as Ext. 3 and Ext. 3(i) to 3(iii) were the signatures of the authorized 
officer which he identified. PW 1 admitted that after filing the case the accused 
had  deposited  the  due  amount.  Now the  PW 1  was  cross  examined  by  the 
accused side. In his cross examination the PW 1 admitted that he has not made 
any investigation of this case. PW 1 further admitted that it was not specifically 
averred in the complaint that what amount is due for whom by the accused. It 
was further admitted by PW 1 that there was no notice served upon the accused 
before lodging the case. 

8.  Section 14 in The Employees’ Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions 
Act, 1952 says —

(1) Whoever, for the purpose of avoiding any payment to be made by himself 
under  this  Act 16 [,the  Scheme 17 [the 18 [Pension]  Scheme or  the  Insurance 
Scheme]] or of enabling any other person to avoid such payment, knowingly 
makes or causes to be made any false statement or false representation shall be 
punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 19 [one year, or 
with fine of five thousand rupees, or with both].

20 [(1A) An employer who contravenes, or makes default in complying with, the 
provisions of section 6 or clause (a) of sub-section (3) of section 17 in so far as it 
relates to the payment of inspection charges, or paragraph 38 of the Scheme in 
so far as it relates to the payment of administrative charges, shall be punishable 
with imprisonment for a term which may extend to 21 [three years], but—

(a) which shall not be less than 22 [one year and fine of ten thousand rupees] in 
case  of  default  in  payment  of  the  employees'  contribution  which  has  been 
deducted by the employer from the employees' wages;

23 [(b) which shall not be less than six months and a fine of five thousand rupees, 
in any other case]: 24 [***] Provided that the court may, for any adequate and 
special  reasons  to  be  recorded  in  the  judgment,  impose  a  sentence  of 
imprisonment for a lesser term 25 [***].]

26 [(1B) An employer who contravenes, or makes default in complying with, the 
provisions of section 6C, or clause (a) of sub-section (3A) of section 17 in so far 
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as  it  relates  to  the  payment  of  inspection  charges,  shall  be punishable  with 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to 27 [one year] but which shall not be 
less than 28 [six months] and shall also be liable to fine which may extend to  29 

[five  thousand  rupees]:  Provided  that  the  court  may,  for  any  adequate  and 
special  reasons  to  be  recorded  in  the  judgment,  impose  a  sentence  of 
imprisonment for a lesser term 25 [***].

(2) 30 [Subject to the provisions of this Act, the Scheme]  31 [, the 32 [Pension] 
Scheme  or  the  Insurance  Scheme]  may  provide  that  any  person  who 
contravenes, or makes default in complying with, any of the provisions thereof 
shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to  33 [one 
year, or with fine which may extend to four thousand rupees, or with both].

34 [(2A) Whoever, contravenes or makes default in complying with any provision 
of this Act or of any condition subject to which exemption was granted under 
section 17 shall, if no other penalty is elsewhere provided by or under this Act for 
such contravention or non-compliance, be punishable with imprisonment which 
may extend to 33 [six months, but which shall not be less than one month, and 
shall be liable to fine which may extend to five thousand rupees].] 35 [***].

Again  Section  14A  in  The  Employees’  Provident  Funds  and  Miscellaneous 
Provisions Act, 1952 says,

[14A Offences by companies .—

(1) If the person committing an offence under this Act [,the Scheme or [the 
[Pension] Scheme or the Insurance Scheme]] is a company, every person, who at 
the time the offence was committed was in charge of, and was responsible to, 
the company for the conduct of the business of the company, as well  as the 
company, shall be deemed to be guilty of the offence and shall be liable to be 
proceeded against and punished accordingly: Provided that nothing contained in 
this  sub-section shall  render any such person liable to any punishment,  if  he 
proves  that  the  offence  was  committed  without  his  knowledge  or  that  he 
exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of such offence.

(2) Notwithstanding  anything  contained  in  sub-section (1),  where  an offence 
under  the  Act  [,  the  Scheme  or  [the  [Pension]  Scheme  or  the  Insurance 
Scheme]] has been committed by a company and it is proved that the offence 
has been committed with the consent or connivance of, or is attributable to, any 
neglect on the part of, any director or manager, secretary or other officer of the 
company, such director, manager, secretary or other officer shall be deemed to 
be guilty of that offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished 
accordingly. Explanation.—For the purposes of this section,—

(a) “company”  means  anybody  corporate  and  includes  a  firm  and  other 
association  of  individuals;  and  (b)  “director”,  in  relation  to  a  firm,  means  a 
partner in the firm.].

9.  Hon’ble  Supreme  Court  in  M/s.  Arcot  Textile  Mills  Ltd.  Vs.  The  Regional 
Provident Fund Commissioner and others [Civil Appeal No. 9488 of 2013 arising 
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out of S.L.P. (C) No. 13410 of 2012] in para 18 observed as “…it is necessary to 
clarify the position of law which do arise in certain situations. The competent 
authority under the Act while determining the moneys due from the employee 
shall be required to conduct an inquiry and pass an order. An order under Section 
7A is an order that determines the liability of the employer under the provisions 
of the Act and while determining the liability the competent authority offers an 
opportunity of hearing to the concerned establishment. At that stage, the delay 
in payment of the dues and component of interest are determined.”  

Section 7A of The Employees’ Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 
1952 says,

[7A. Determination of moneys due from employers.—2[

(1) The Central Provident Fund Commissioner, any Additional Central Provident 
Fund  Commissioner,  any  Deputy  Provident  Fund  Commissioner,  any  Regional 
Provident  Fund  Commissioner,  or  any  Assistant  Provident  Fund  Commissioner 
may, by order,—

(a) in a case where a dispute arises regarding the applicability of this Act to an 
establishment, decide such dispute; and

(b) determine the amount due from any employer under any provision of this 
Act, the Scheme or the 3[Pension] Scheme or the Insurance Scheme, as the case 
may be, and for any of the aforesaid purposes may conduct such inquiry as he 
may deem necessary.]

(2) The  officer  conducting  the  inquiry  under  sub-section  (1)  shall,  for  the 
purposes of such inquiry, have the same powers as are vested in a court under 
the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908), for trying a suit in respect of the 
following matters, namely:—

(a) enforcing the attendance of any person or examining him on oath;

(b) requiring the discovery and production of documents;

(c) receiving evidence on affidavit;

(d) issuing commissions for the examination of witnesses, and any such inquiry 
shall be deemed to be a judicial proceeding within the meaning of sections 193 
and 228, and for the purpose of section 196, of the Indian Penal Code (45 of 
1860).

(3) No order 4[***] shall be made under sub-section (1), unless 5[the employer 
concerned] is given a reasonable opportunity of representing his case. 6[(3A) 
Where the employer, employee or any other person required to attend the inquiry 
under sub-section (1) fails  to attend such inquiry without assigning any valid 
reason or fails to produce any document or to file any report or return when 
called  upon  to  do  so,  the  officer  conducting  the  inquiry  may  decide  the 
applicability of the Act or determine the amount due from any employer, as the 
case may be, on the basis of the evidence adduced during such inquiry and other 
documents available on record.] 7[(4) Where an order under sub-section (1) is 
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passed against an employer ex parte, he may, within three months from the date 
of communication of such order, apply to the officer for setting aside such order 
and if he satisfies the officer that the show-cause notice was not duly served or 
that he was prevented by any sufficient cause from appearing when the inquiry 
was held, the officer shall make an order setting aside his earlier order and shall 
appoint a date for proceeding with the inquiry: Provided that no such order shall 
be set aside merely on the ground that there has been an irregularity in the 
service of the show-cause notice if the officer is satisfied that the employer had 
notice of the date of hearing and had sufficient time to appear before the officer. 
Explanation.—Where an appeal  has been preferred under  this  Act  against  an 
order passed ex parte and such appeal has been disposed of otherwise than on 
the ground that the appellant has withdrawn the appeal, no application shall lie 
under this sub-section for setting aside the ex parte order.

(5) No order  passed under this  section shall  be set aside on any application 
under sub-section (4) unless notice thereof has been served on the opposite 
party.]]

But on perusal of the evidence of PW 1 it is not clear whether the complainant 
had followed the aforesaid provisions laid down in the Act. In the present case, it 
is  manifest  from the record that  the accused had already deposited the due 
amount before the Competent Authority i.e, the complainant. Now on perusal of 
the entire evidence on record and the exhibited documents it is appeared to me 
that there is nothing in the case record to presume the negligence from the part 
of the accused to pay the due amount. It is true that the amount was deposited 
to the complainant by the accused after filing the case but it is also appeared 
that the complainant has not been able to show that the provisions of the Act as 
to the inquiry was conducted or not as the PW 1 has not been a part of any 
inquiry as deposed. It is further appeared that no notice was served upon the 
accused intimating them about the dues. In my opinion if there is any negligence 
from the part  of  the accused then he would not  have paid the dues to the 
complainant. Hence considering the above discussion I found that the accused in 
this case the complainant has not been able to prove their allegation against the 
accused. So it is seen that the complainant has not been able to prove the case 
beyond all reasonable doubt to make me believe that the accused persons were 
involved to the charges leveled against them. Hence in my considered view I 
hold the opinion that the accused persons Assam Ayurvedic Products Company 
and Kamal Ch. Hazarika are not guilty u/s u/s 14 (1A) r.w section 14 A of The 
Employees Provident Funds and Miscellaneous Provisions Act 1952.

10.  Considering  the  nature  of  the  offence  and  other  attending  facts  and 
circumstances of this case the accused Assam Ayurvedic Products Company and 
Kamal Ch. Hazarika are acquitted.

11. The bail bonds for Kamal Ch. Hazarika shall be in force for six months.

12. Accordingly the case is disposed of on contest under the following order,
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 ORDER

In view of the evidence of the witness, the material available with the 
case record and the argument put forwarded by the learned counsels for the 
complainant and the accused persons I am of the opinion that the prosecution 
has failed to establish the case against the accused Assam Ayurvedic Products 
Company  and  Kamal  Ch.  Hazarika  as  alleged.  Hence  the  accused  Assam 
Ayurvedic Products Company and Kamal Ch. Hazarika are acquitted.  The bail 
bonds  for  Kamal  Ch.  Hazarika  shall  be  in  force  for  six  months.  The  case  is 
disposed of on contest accordingly. 

Given  under  my  hand  and  seal  on  this  18th day  of  January  2018  at 
Guwahati.

Dictated and corrected by me,

   Nayanjyoti Choudhury                              Nayanjyoti Choudhury

Judicial Magistrate First Class                     Judicial Magistrate First Class 

      Kamrup (M)                                               Kamrup (M) 
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  APPENDIX

(A) Prosecution Exhibits  :

              Ext 1- Authority Letter

Ext. 2- Sanction letter

Ext. 3- Offence report

(B) Defence  Exhibits  :

Nil

(C) Witnesses Exhibits  :

Nil 

(D) Prosecution Witness  :

              PW1- Gopal chakrabarty

(E) Defence Witness  :

Nil

(F) Court Witness  :

Nil
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